
MTBO High Performance paper

-2021 MTBO World Champs – these are scheduled for June 10 onwards in Finland.
Accommodation bookings and payment are due BY Dec 31 this year.
How should we handle this?

-MTBA (Mountain bike Australia, now Aus Cycling, as all disciplines have combined) sent riders away to
the recent 2020 World Champs (both XC & downhill) in Czech Republic.  They managed to get home
quite quickly afterwards.  Out of interest I will talk to a coach I know how they achieved this, whether
they had government support, what hassles they had etc.

-Alternative high-level comp would be to race in NZ and hold a training camp there afterwards.
Atm they have a decent carnival planned for mid-April, which clashes with the Vic Champs, so I am

discussing this with NZ.

-Combining national junior training camps.
Our small number of junior mtbo riders would benefit from joining in a foot O camp.  They could do
some of the general coaching items (nutrition/psychology etc), some foot O but also some mtbo.
Additionally, if the camp area was on / near a mtbo map I would love to have many of the foot
orienteers have a go at mtbo.  Some bikes could be hired for this.  Mtbo coach/es would attend.

-Coaching curricula.
MTBO needs to have its own MTBO specific curricula for Level 1, 2 & 3.
This should be designed so it copies the Foot O format and can be done both as a stand-alone
curriculum (for non-foot O coaches) but have distinct sections that can be given for “Recognition of Prior
Learning” for foot O coaches.
Similarly, there should be also “Recognition for Prior Learning” for coaches that have existing mtb
accreditation.
I had started on this but have put it on hold, waiting to see the format & content of what Brodie
produces.
Again, we could consider putting this forward as a project for funding.
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